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Introduction

My name is Matthew Mercer and this is my business, Mercer Stores Inc. The purpose of

this paper is to gain your support in starting my business. America needs small

businesses to help not only the country as a whole grow, but to help the tens of

thousands of communities grow. They provide jobs, sustenance, and taxes for the

community it’s in. They also provide a sense of belonging with the people of the town,

surrounding areas and most importantly, the customers.



Mission Statement

Always Shopping And Saving With A Smile



Business Form

There are multiple forms of business to choose from and they have their perks and

losses.

Sole proprietorship is a business that is owned and operated by one person. The

advantages start with you having complete control of the business. If you want sole

independence, this is the form for you. The tax advantages are numerous, such as if

you have a loss, the IRS can deduct some off your taxes. However, this is a double

edged sword, since you’re required to make profit or without a loss for 3 out of 5 years.

This form is also easy to open and close. There are fewer legal requirements and

restrictions than a corporation, so there’s less stress when trying to comply with them. A

problem with this form is the continuity of the business. If you die, the business goes

with you, unless an heir is chosen beforehand. The largest problem with sole



proprietorship is unlimited liability. You are responsible for all the costs, lawsuits and

expenses that’ll come with the business. If an accident within the store or business

occurs, you are responsible. Lack of additional capital to start or maintain the business

can hinder the business, such as stockholders and investors. (Hatten, 2009)

A partnership is an association of two or more people who wish to start a business as

partner or together. Advantages of a partnership are access to more talent and

resources. With more than one person leading or in control, more knowledge and

experience is at your disposal. With that however, conflict is inevitable when more than

one person is in control of the company. Disagreements can occur and hinder progress

and growth. It’s easy to form and tax benefits are almost the same as sole

proprietorships. Unlimited liability however will still play a negative role, as all the

partners are responsible for the costs and expenses that come with running a business.

A corporation is a business structure that creates an entity separate from its owners and

managers. There are multiple types such as C and S type and Incorporations. C

corporations are a separate legal entity that reports its income and expenses on a

corporate income tax return and is taxed on its profits at corporate income tax rates. S

type is when the owners of the corporation are taxes as partners. However this can go

against you because it affects your own income taxes. The benefit of all corporations

though, is limited liability, which is you only lose what you’ve invested. The amount of

additional capital to start and maintain the business with also increases, such as

involvement of investors, stockholders and bonds. (Hatten, 2009, pp. 42-45)



The type of business form I will be using is Incorporation. I chose this type of enterprise

because it was reasonable and it provides protection for my employees and me. I am

not personally liable for business’ debts and liabilities. (Corporations, 2012) This will

bring more security for my assets and can protect me personally from potential lawsuits

and liabilities. (The Benefits of Incorporation) Capital stock will be put in place so I can

raise more capital to fund my business. Funding my business is my biggest concern,

which could be an Achilles heel, but it’ll be worth the risk.

Management Team

The management positions created for my company will reside in specific operational

areas to keep the store running properly, efficiently and profitable. The requirements for

these positions may vary, but they will be described in better detail when I describe

each position and their duties.

Merchandise manager will be responsible for the inventory and product to be sold and

positioned within the store. The manager will handle the product as it comes off the

truck, be organized in the stockroom where most of the inventory is kept. The manager

will make sure this process is implemented properly by the employees and even the

manager themselves if need be. Once it’s been processed and ready, the manager will

supervise and determine where it will be positioned within the store. They analyze

customer behavior and use it to their advantage when placing product throughout the

store. (What is merchandising management?)

Operations manager will be responsible for day to day activities of the business, hire

and train employees, customer service and even deal with the marketing department.



(Retail Operations Manager) Their main duties for store operations, is making sure

everything is running smoothly and with little or no problems along the way. Employees

to be hired will be interviewed by this manager majority of the time. As part of the hiring

process the operations manager will train the employees in their duties and make sure

they understand the company’s process, statement, goals and rules. Customer service

includes not only employee training and understand of it, but also providing direct

interaction with customers in case an issue were to come on the sales floor or at the

cash registers. Not just interacting with the customers, but instructing the employees

how it’s done the right and correct way. Of course the other managers will handle

customer service on the sales floor as well. For marketing the manager will have to

design and figure out what forms of advertising to use for market the business’ image

and attract customers to buy the product.

General Manager (GM) will be the main manager or store manager of the store. He is to

supervise the other managers and be in charge of the store as a whole. The GM is to

provide assistance to the other managers and guide them in their duties. He can

provide “assignments”, Missions or simply more job duties to improve store

performance and efficiency. Compared to the other managers, this position requires

experience in both assistant manager positions.

Now that I have listed the management positions I will be opening, I will briefly discuss

who will be hired for those positions.

The Operations Manager will be Tim Murray, who has 10 years’ experience in retail

industry, worked with TJX Companies for Marshall’s stores division. He graduated with



a bachelor’s degree majoring in Business Management at UConn. While working for

Marshalls during college he started out as a merchandise associate, worked on the

cashiers, fitting rooms, organized the store with his associates and moved product on

and off the sales floor. He was promoted to head cashier a few years later, which is the

middleman between the associates and managers. His duties were to make sure the

cashiers were running smoothly and without problems, and provide customer service.

During the last 2 years at Marshalls, he was promoted to Assistant Manager and his

duties varied between operations and merchandise managers.

The Merchandise Manager will be Cathy Smith, who has 6 years within the rent to own

industry, while working for Aaron’s Inc. She graduated with a bachelor’s degree

majoring in Business Administration at UMass with a minor in Spanish. She participated

in Spanish Club at UMass as a council member and gave speeches to club meetings

and events. She started out at Aaron’s Inc as a sales associate during last year of

school. Her duties consisted of maintaining the sales floor, making sure product is on

the sales floor and organized. She also provided customer service and was to sell the

product whenever she interacted with customers. After 4 years there she was promoted

to assistant manager where she had to manage the merchandise determining where to

position it and whether more is needed from the stockroom.

The General Manager will be Marc Hanson, who has 10 years within the retail industry,

working for Ross Stores Inc. He graduated with a bachelor’s degree majoring in Finance

at Rutgers University. After graduating college he entered the training program for

management within the company and started as a merchandise associate and head

cashier. After learning how the company works and its processes he became an



Assistant Manager 6 months later and worked with both merchandise and store

operations. After 2 years as an assistant manager, the general manager position had

opened and he was promoted to GM. For the next 7 years he worked as GM and

brought profit and store growth.



Organizational Structure

The organizational structure of the store and company will be a simple hierarchy.

Owning and running the business will be me Matthew Mercer. I have the final word in

any decision that comes across the board. However I put in trust in the General

Manager who ranks right below me to make most of the decisions. I can still overturn a

decision however if I see if it’s not profitable, appropriate, illegal and etc. Also he runs

the store in my absence. Ranked right below and alongside the GM are the assistant

managers. They also run the business in absence of the GM or when it’s not their shift.

They make final decisions as well, however if there’s conflict, the GM or myself can

intervene and make a decision there. Right below the assistant managers are the head

cashiers. They have the power deny a transaction or settle a customer conflict on the

sales floor at the registers. They also train and supervise the employees when needed

and can provide assistance in case they too experience conflict with customers or

anything else during their shifts. And right below the head cashiers in ranking, are the

regular associates. The associates are merchandise associates, and their duties consist

of cashier, customer service, and moving merchandise and equipment on and off the

sales floor. This also involves maintaining the product on the sales floor, making sure

the areas are organized, tidy, off the floor and in its proper place.



Compensation and Benefits

Due to starting in the state of Connecticut, we would have to abide with state wage

laws. Since the minimum wage is $8.25 per hour, for associates, starting wage will be at

$8.50 per hour. This will especially apply to merchandise associates, however other

factors such and experience and education can increase the wage. I’m starting the

wage at this level because it gives better competition compared to other retailers; also I

want to keep it above state minimum. Upon further success of the business and access

to more capital, I will increase the starting wage to provide better rewards and also to

keep it above state minimum. Starting wages for head cashiers start at $9.50 to $10.00

an hour. Again, experience and education will contribute to higher starting wage. I’m

using hourly wage for these groups of employees because it’ll save money and make it

flexible to switch people in and out of shifts. It’ll also increase the want for more hours,

so one can receive more pay. The assistant managers will have salary pay and it will

start at $36,000 to $40,000 a year. General Manager will start at $45,000 to $49,000. Of

course for managers as well, experience and education will play in a factor for higher

starting pay. Salary based pay will be used for the managers because they’ve earned

their way into such a position and also there’s fewer managers than the rest of the

employees, so they might be doing more work sometimes.

The advantages and disadvantages of hourly wages rely on a few factors. The more

hours are worked, the more you earn, since it goes by hour, but this is also a double

edged sword, if you work less hours, you’ll earn less. Overtime pay comes into play if

you work more than 40 hours in the work week. However, if you rely on overtime pay for

extra money, this takes more of your spare time and can provide more stress as a
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